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Overview 

Josh Waitzkin was one of the top chess and Thai Chi 
performers in the world. He became an expert on 
learning, on figuring out the best process for improving 
skills. e discusses “leaving numbers to numbers”
where you stare at the hard numbers for whatever 
you’re doing until you intuit it so deeply that you no
longer have to consciously think about the numbers. He 
discusses forcing his sparring opponents to precisely 
break down which move defeated Josh so that he could 
meticulously study it for both defense and offense. He 
discusses “making smaller circles” by playing more 
and more subtle psychological games, and how to train 
yourself to have specific routines trigger peak-
performance mental states. 

“[Thai Chi masters] read the body 
like a great chess player reads the board.” 

Chapter 1. Innocent Moves 

Josh spent his younger years playing chess in NYC 
parks. His high level of play for a child was noticed by 
chess expert Bruce Pandolfini who took him in as an 
apprentice. Bruce gently guided Josh to constantly ask 
himself why he made certain moves. Constantly having 
to explain each move helped Josh improve his 
underlying mental schemas. For example, Josh realized 
that he often tried to intentionally move the chess board 
to be more complex because he tended to thrive amidst 
such chaos and felt it helped him see creative solutions. 

Chapter 2. Losing to Win 

After 8-year-old Josh lost an important chess game 
against rival David Arnett, Josh’s parents took him
fishing to clear his head. Josh realized that taking 
regular breaks and relaxing is actually a net positive. 
After a bit of time, his father took Josh to play against 
the local chess players. This reinvigorated Josh after 
having felt so burnt out. He learned the important link 

between well-being and performance. Now, refreshed 
and ready to go, 8-years-old Josh begins intuiting his 
moves before his conscious brain thinks of them. 

Chapter 3. Two Approaches to Learning 

There are 2 mentalities you can have when it comes to 
learning new skills: 

1. Entity-Based Learning: This is a “fixed mindset”. It
assumes that people only have static, innate 
abilities. In other words, either you’re born with it
or you’re not. When people say things like, “You’re
a smart person” or “I’m bad at math” they are 
reinforcing this mentality. These people would 
believe that Mozart was born a genetic prodigy. 

2. Incremental-Based Learning: This is a “growth
mindset”. It believes that when it comes to mental
tasks or skills, you can incrementally improve 
yourself and become world-class with the proper 
type of practice. (Click here for our summary of 
Peak or here for our summary of Talent Is Overrated). 
When people say things like “I’m going to have to
try harder!” they are reinforcing this mentality. 
They would believe that Mozart’s hours upon
hours of relentless practice made him exceptional. 

Always prefer incremental learning. Studies have 
shown that entity-based language can stifles children’s
growth. However, beware of using incremental-based 
learning as an excuse to say you’re always focusing on
the process not results so you never actually compete. 

Chapter 4. Loving the Game 

Josh purposefully guides chess games to states of chaos 
because that’s where he thrives. To do this, he must 
learn to let go of things emotionally, accepting life’s
transience, always “moving on to the next adventure.” 

Chapter 5. The Soft Zone 

The soft zone is visualized as a blade of grass, firm yet 
able to sway in the wind, simultaneously sturdy and 


